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___ ___ ___ ___ __PREFACE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

In June 1984. the ADTAC Standardization/Evaluation team
concluded the Formal Visit for a unit that came extremely close
to earning an overall Outstanding rating for the
visit--something the team members had never seen. In fact, the
unit was so close that the programs portion of the visit was
rated Outstanding. It was later remarked by a member of the
unit leadership that the rating was a result of a concentrated
effort to reaccomplish every AF Fo-m 8. every Operating
Instruction, every piece of paper generated by the Stan/Eval
function that could possibly be of interest to the headquarters
SEFEs. Upon further examination, this type of preparation for
the programs portion of the Formal Visit is not unusual. A
trend of this type not only degrades the primary intent of
Stan/Eval programs, it dilutes the purpose and value of the
Formal Visit. This paper examines the higher headquarters
Stan/Eval evaluation process from both an Inspector General and
functional staff perspective. It attempts to define an
evaluation process which will restore the proper emphasis on
administrative details and encourage units to devote primary
emphasis on the operational performance factors and combat
capability.

Thanks are due to Col A.K. Smith for helping to define the
problem. Majors Greg Geesey, Paul Kennedy, and Roger Estes
provided invaluable data and information about changes within
the Stan/Eval function. Major Barry Morgan provided much needed
assistance on the mathematics found in this study. Finally, a
heartfelt thank you to Cal John M. Cremin, Jr. who has agreed
to sponsor this project.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY O

Part of our College mission is distribution of the
students' problem solving products to DoD

• sponsors and other interested agencies to
enhance insight into contemporary, defense

Srelated issues. While the College has accepted this
product as meeting academic requirements for
graduation, the views and opinions expressed or
implied are solely those of the author and should
not be construed as carrying official sanction.

="insights into tomorrow" M

REPORT NUMBER s-1s5

AUTHOR(S) MAJOR MICHAEL D. NOTLEY. USAF

TITLE RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO TAC STAN/EVAL FORMAL VISIT
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Purpose: The Stan/Eval function is one of the most frequently
evaluated areas within the unit. It receives scrutiny during both
the MEI and Stan/Eval Formal Visit plus other directed staff
assistance visits and any required self-assessment. The purpose
of this 4er is to determine if both the MEI and the Formal
Visit evaluations are required to accurately assess the
function's capability to fulfill its charter.

Problem: Three different approaches were used to compare the MEI
and the Formal Visit in order to establish areas of commonality.
First, a search of the appropriate directives was conducted to
determine the frequency, purpose, and requirements of each type
evaluation. Also. the contention that the Formal Visit is a more
thorough evaluation of the Stan/Eval function than the MEI was
studied, and the rating system used by each tYpe evaluation was
compared. The second approach involved a mathematical analysis of
the MEI and Formal Visit Stan/Eval programs ratings for 10e4 and
the first half of 1985, and probability functions were derived
showing each evaluation team's rating tendencies. This was done
to show the effect of differing evaluation philosophies on the
ratings of various units' Stan/Eval f-,nction. FinallY, a survev.
of randomly chosen Chiefs of Stan/Eval was conducted to determine
how they prepared for past evaluations.
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CONTINUED.

Conclusions: The Stan/Eval programs portion of the Formal Visit
and the MEI of the Stan/Eval function compare quite favorably.
They evaluate the same areas, use the same checklist, and
essentially have the same purpose of evaluating the management
aspects of the Stan/Eval area Probability functions that
describe the rating tendencies of the evaluation teams are nearly
coincidental; and, within limits, both the ME! and the Formal
Visit award the same ratings when evaluating similar situations.
Although the argument supporting the thoroughness of the Formal
Visit has validity, the ability of the MEI to accurately assess
the function's true rating supports the argument that the IG's
sampling approach is good enough. One area of the Formal Visit,
aircrew performance, has no close counterpart in the ME!, and
retains its value because of the unique way it measures a unit's
ability to perform mission tasking.

Survey results indicate units prepare for the MEI and the Formal
Visit in much the same way. The preponderance of preparation
efforts are centered in the Stan/Eval programs or "paperwork"
portion. A significant number of units go to great lengths to
ensure the programs are inspection ready. Conversely, relatively
little effort is spent preparing for the aircew performance
portion which constitutes the "bigger half" of the Formal Visit
overall rating. This misplaced effort is the result of
overemphasis on the Stan/Eval programs caused by HO TAC reqLtiring
double inspection of the function.

Recommendations:

1) Eliminate the Stan/Eval programs as evaluation items during

the Formal Visit.

2) E:pand the aircrew performance portion of the Formal Yisiat to
require evaluations for each SEFE and instructor within the unit,
and base the overall unit rating solely on aircrew performance.

3) Informal visits by headquarters SEFEs should include spot
checks of unit programs to ensure quality remains high.

4) Leave the ME! unchanged.

viii
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

The Standard i ati on/Eval UatiOn (Stan/Eval) function in the
flying unit is chartered with providing "commanders with
meaningful indicators to show the effectiveness of training
that pertains to command mission and aircrew flying dutties."'

'49-?4-i Tactical Air Command has further refined this charter
"to provide commanders with meaningful indicators which reflect
aircrew training and aircrew ability to perform the unit
mission.".-,(5:2-1) The key word in both charter statements is
training. Dkthin TAC, training, in one of its several forms., is
a continual pr,?cess. Those forms include initial qualification
training, missibskqUalification training, and continuation
training. (4:1-3) Stan/Eval's function is to measure the
quality of Output of each phase of training. Throuigh the
measuring devices of individual aircrew evaluations and
collective trend analy-sis programs, Stan/Eval provides the
commander the assessment he needs determine air-crew
capability to perform the U4tmission and, hence, the
effectivenes,s-6Vbfthe respective training program.

The k r role Stan/Eval plays within the unit is reflected
in the scru iny the function receives during formal
evaluations .t is inspected during the Management
Effectiveness inspectionsVMEI conducted by the Inspector
General (IG) e +h~unction 'is lseValuated during Stan./Eval
Formal Visit connsbl headquarters'
Stan./Eval team. It receives frhrRt~-a~srtn
during informal visits and staff assistance visitsz-The
+unction provides a continual self-assessment through the
Moni tori ng of fight examiner (SEFE) objectity by, the C.1-ief+
of Stan.'Eval and the Use Of self-inspection :heckl 4sts I
addition, the Stan/Eval Review Board meets rOutanly -to an-l-'~
the results Of unit ef'forts as_mttr &b -7-an'Eva
fUnction. In -all, Stan/Eval is one of the most critically
evaluated functions within the unit.

*The purpose of this pawpe- is to determine if+ both ME! and
Formal Visit ev.alUat ions are requi red to accur atel v _Aasess the
Stan/Eval function's capability to measure the qUallt"Y Of
Output Of the Unit training programs.-o begin. Chamter
presents a comparison of MEI and Formal Visit eawto
frequtencies, goals, and 9Valu~ation requtirements to 'ee~n

....
0
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areas of commonality and divergence. Chapter 3 will include the
actual results for both MEI and Formal Visit evaluations for
the year and a half period beginning in January 1984. Chapter 4

," documents the results of interviews with unit Chiefs of
Stan/Eval conducted to support the purpose statement. Finally,
Chapter 5 will conclude with a summary of lessons learned and
recommendations for future evaluations of the Stan/Eval
function.

°.
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Chapter Two

A COMPARISON OF THE MEI AND THE FORMAL VISIT

Before starting a comparative. analysis of the ME1 and the
Formal Visit, it would be appropriate to discuss the nature of %

each evaluation. The MEI is called an inspection because it is
.. administered by the Inspector General. The Formal Visit cannot

be called an inspection because it is administered by the
.- Stan/Eval Division, a subfunction of the Operations Directorate

at the MAJCOM and Numbered Air Force level. The MEI evaluates
each functional area within a flying unit, including Stan/Eval,
and combines those ratings to derive an overall unit
effectiveness rating. The Formal Visit presumably evaluates -.40-
only the Stan/Eval function within the unit. Indirectly,
however, other functional areas are evaluated, especially

-during the aircrew performance portion of the visit. Two areas.
aircrew training and weapons and tactics, often have a major
impact on the overall unit rating. In at least one case, a poor

- showing by the unit training function during a Formal Visit
contributed to an overall marginal rating and a subsequent

"* Stan/Eval Revisit. (10:8) Regardless of whether they're called
inspections or visits, both are major evaluations for the unit.
The results of each are briefed at the command level, and
e':tensive reports are published for command viewing.

EVALUATI ON FREQUENCY

The first step in the comparison process concerns the
frequency of evaluation for the MEI and the Formal Visit. There
are two categories of units to be considered: TAC units and
TAC-gained units. TAC-gained units include Air Reserve

*. Force(ARF) units of the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve. For TAC units who do not receive an Operational

- Readiness Inspection(ORI) such as a Tactical Training Wing, the "-'
MEI occurs each 18 months. All other TAC units receive an MEI
each 24 months. TAC-gained units can expect an MEI every 30-36
months. (7:2) On the other hand, the Formal Visit occurs each 20
months for all TAC units, training or otherwise. (5:2-2) For
TAC-gained units, a recent change to TACR 60-2. Vol I. allows
the Formal Visit to run concurrent with the MEI each 36 months.
The typical TAC unit can expect a major evaluation ever.., 10-12
months, not including the ORI if applicable. Although the
evaluation frequency for the TAC-gained units has recently been

......................................................*~* : ' ** * -*°-Oo.



extended, the rationale for the change may equally apply to all
TAC units.

EVALUATION PURPOSE

The next step in the comparison process involves the

purpose for each of the two evaluations. The MEI "should
evaluate each functional area for its capability to accomplish
assigned responsibilities and tasks."(8:12-1) It does this by
focusing "on economical management of resources, unit

management processes, compliance with current applicable
directives, and MAJCOM designated special inspection

items."(8:12-1) The congruency in these purpose statements is

the emphasis on the management aspects of the functional area
",., to be inspected, in this case the Stan/Eval +unction. The.

Formal Visit, on the other hand, stresses two main areas: the
Stan/Eval program and the unit aircrew performance. Formal

Visit goals, listed in TACR 60-2, Vol I, include:

1) Determine the effectiveness of the Stan/Eval
programs.

2) Assess the capability of the Chief of Stan/Eval,
flight examiners, instructors, and unit aircrew

members through flight evaluations and written
evaluations to evaluate, instruct and perform the
unit's assigned tasking.

.) Review unit Stan/Eval administrative procedures
and records to include all publications and written
directives pertaining to flying operations.

4) Identify operational or training factors adverse!,
affecting aircrew capability to accomplish assigned
mission and recommend corrective action as required.

*

5) Verify aircrew compliance with approved

operational procedures.

It is apparent from Objectives 1,7,4, and 5 that the Formal
Visit has a great deal in common with the MEI, at least in

purpose. All four goals stress the management of the Stan/Eval
function. However, arguments can be made that the Formal Visit
best determines the management effectiveness and quality of the
administrative portion of the Stan/Eval function. This argument
will be addressed following a comparison of evaluation

requirements.

-4-
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AIRCREW PERFORMANCE

Before conducting a comparison of evaluation requirements,
a main area of the Formal Visit not yet considered is the
aircrew performance portion of the evaluation. A major portion
of the Formal Visit consists of measuring the quality of
aircrew performance during flight evaluations, emergency
procedures evaluations, and written examinations. Performance
standards and evaluation criteria are detailed by regulation.
The overall rating for aircrew performance is a subjective

summation of the unit's performance of objective tasks and is a
significant factor in the unit's overall Formal Visit rating.Likewise, the MEI measures aircrew performance but in a more LI

indirect manner. Although no flight evaluations(check rides)
are flown, mission evaluations are. Regulation directs that
only Stan/Eval flight examiners(SEFEs) may conduct flight
evaluations, and generally speaking, there are no SEFEs on the
IG team. (5:1-1) Flight evaluations differ from mission
evaluations in both scope and depth. The mission evaluation is
used to assess the appropriateness and adequacy of unit
training missions in preparing aircrews for combat tasks. A
necessary fallout from this type evaluation is an assessment of
the aircew member's ability to safely conduct training. This
assessment is based more on the inspector's overall impression
rather than on any specific mission event. Flight evaluations,

on the other hand, are task oriented, and objective performance
criteria is listed for each event the aircrew might perfcrm. As
an example, a flight evaluation would include specific events
such as takeoff., navigation. instrument approach, weapons
employment. etc.. and assign them individual grades according
to established criteria. (6:5-1) Conversely, the mission
evaluation might look at the same events, and yet the only
criteria it has to meet is. "Does the aircraft commander
maintain positive control through all phases of flight"'(2:")

The Formal Visit will also fly flight evaluations on a
higher percentage of unit aircrew members. First Air Force
(previously ADTAC) Stan/Eval used a goal of 403 percent of
available aircrews. The typical MEI would only fl,, a third as
much. This is not to say that mission evaluations do not
fulfill IG requirements for evaluating the management of unit
flying activities. They most assuredly do; however, mission -
evaluations do not measure the qualitv of aircrew performance
to the depth required of a Formal Visit. Therefore. because the
aircrew performance portion of the Formal Visit and the mission
evaluation of the MEI do not favorably compare, the remainder
of this analysis will deal primarily with the administrative
portion of the Stan/Eval function, the Stan/Eval program.

-5-



EVALUATION CHECKL I STS ,A.

in comparing evaluation requirements, it will be necessary
to look both at the checklist used by each type of evaluation
and how that checklist is applied. The checklist requirements
of the ME! and the Formal Visit are virtually the same. This is
not surprising since both are prepared by Stan/Eval people and
use the same regulations as source material. The TACR 60-2
describes the set-up, operation, and evaluation of the unit
Stan/Eval function, and it breaks the program into 11 subareas. ..

These subareas are the framework for both of the evaluation

checklists. The MEI checklist. TACP 12-42, is prepared by TAC
Stan/Eval (HO TAC/DOV). Each Numbered Air Force Stan/Eva! team
prepares its own Formal Visit checklist, but they differ only
in format. All the checklists are structured the same with
appropriate evaluation items listed under each of the 11
subareas.The MEI subareas differ from the ones listed in the
Stan/Eval checklists, but the difference is small. It appears
that this difference is because the Formal Visit checklists
have been updated to reflect the most recent changes to TACR
6C)-2 while TACR 123-42 has not been updated since 1963. Since
the MEI checklist matches the old version of TACR 60-2. it is

* assumed that. following revision, TACR 123-42 will again match
the revised regulation. Other than this slight difference, the
checklists are all virtually the same and quite interchangeable
among the various evaluation teams.

DEPTH OF EVALUATION

While the checklists may be the same, arguments can be
made that the primary difference between the two evaluations

deals with how that checklist is actually applied. Principally,

the Formal Visit provides a more in-depth look at the Stan./Eva!
function and hence provides a more accurate assessment. This ,
argument is based on two suppositions. First, the MEI. because
it must inspect each functional area within the unit, is
limited in the time that can be devoted to the Stan/Eval

function. Routinely, the Formal Visit devotes a three to four
day period to evaluate the Stan/Eval program. The IS normally
allows half a day unless major problems develop that require a
more complete look. While the Formal Visit might use two :or
three evaluators during this time, the ME! normally uses only "
one.

The second supposition concludes that the ME! evaluates
the function by looking at the 11 subareas as they appear

during the evaluation. They take a "snapshot" look. Convere!,,,.
the Formal Visit evaluates those II subareas by reviewing their

performance history since the last Formal Visit. By, w-,ay f+
example, one of the 11 subareas in the Stan!Eval program is
titled "Flight Evaluation Folders(FEF)/ Preparation and Control

-6-
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of AF Forms B."(5:2-7) The requirement for FEFs and AF Forms 8 6.

is established by AFR 60-1. These items are permanent documents

maintained on each aircrew member describing their
qualification history and performance on required flight
evaluations. Command documentation procedures are listed in
TACR 60-2 and are included as evaluation items on both the MEI

and Formal Visit checklists. E-,aluators for the Formal Visit
will generally look at every FEF and every AF Form 8 generated
since the last Formal Visit. The MEI generally only looks at a
small sample of these items.

Obviously, both suppositions have merit. More inspectors

devoting more time looking at the total sum of the Stan/Eval
function should provide a more in-depth look than the ME! can
provide. But the question hinges on whether the ME! look is
good enough to make an accurate assessment of the program.

Interviews with IG personnel indicate they feel the depth of

evaluation is sufficient, and empirical data will be introduced
in the next chapter to document the accuracy of the MEI
assessment.

THE RATING SYSTEM

The final area that requires comparison is the rating

system used during the two evaluations. Both have five tier
grading systems with the ratings ranging from unsatisfactory to

outstanding. Because more than 90 percent of Stan/Eval function
ratings fall into the satisfactory to excellent range. this
analysis will concentrate on those rating definitions. Key
phrases of each definition are included below.

MEI RATING DEFINITIONS

Ecellent- 90% of HO TAC inspection guide items must

be accomplished in a superior manner. Management
of...programs...relatively free of
deficiencies. (8: 12-1)

Satisfactory- 75% of HO TAC inspection guide items

accomplished in a competent manner. Management... is

efficient. Minor deficiencies may 
exist, but do not

impede or limit mission accomplishment. (9:12-1)

FORMAL VISITDEFINITIONS
Excellent- Procedures in effect exceeded requirements
and enhanced overall effectiveness. (5:2-5) -"

• .%

Satisfactory- Performance...meets mission

requirements. ... programs are efficiently managed.
Minor deficiencies may exist. however they do not
impede or limit mission accomplishment. 5:2-5)

-7-
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The percentage factors given in the MEI definitions stick

out as the main difference between the two rating systems.

Those percentages serve only as a guide. The judgement of the

inspector is the overriding factor. (8: 12-1) Regardless, the

satisfactory rating definitions display enough similarities to

be consistent. The excellent ratings diverge somewhat, 4

especially in the phrases "relatively free of deficiencies" and
"exceeded requirements." If a requirement of the program is not

met, then a deficiency exists by the Formal Visit definition.

It seems that an excellent rating earned through the Formal

Visit criteria would qualify as an excellent under the MEI. The

converse does not necessarily hold. A unit achieving only 9(

percent of program requirements could not be awarded an

excellent by the Formal Visit even if the deficiencies do not

detract from program effectiveness. The point of the discussion

is not which rating system is best. They both serve the

intended purpose. The point is the MEI definition of excellen'.t

is broader and should encompass a higher percentage of units
when compared to the Formal Visit. This fact will be borne out

in the next chapter.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Comparison of the two evaluations has shown several

things. First, regardless of the name, both evaluations are
inspections. Second, the frequency of these evaluations forces

units to prepare for them at a rate better than one per year.
Third, both evaluations are remarkably similar in the

evaluation of the Stan/Eval program, although distinct

differences are apparent in the aircrew performance portion.
Fourth, inspection checklists are nearly identical; and while

arguments can be made that the Formal Visit provides a more

in-depth evaluation, the ME! evaluation may prove to be

sufficient. Finally, subtle differencies exist in the rating

systems of the two evaluations. The satisfactory ratings are

consistent between the two, but differences in the excellent

definition actually provide the MEI a wider range of
possibilities. The next chapter will deal with an empirical

evaluation of actual MEI and Formal Visit results.

* - -
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Chapter Three

STAN/EVAL PROGRAM COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

To conduct a comparative analysis, the actual MEI ratings
for the Stan/Eva! function and the Stan/Eval program portion of
the Formal Visit ratings were compared. Data from CY 1964 and
through second quarter of CY 1985 was used. The data is
presented in tabular form in figure 1.

FORMAL VISIT PROGRAM RATING vs. MEI RATING

RATING UNSAT MAR SAT EXC_ OUT TOTAL

Formal
Visit 0 3 49 4, 4 99

MEI 0 2 20 37 4 63

Figure 1.Rating Distribution.

The differences in the listed totals are due to timing
variances in the respective evaluations. Data from CY 1983 and
earlier was discarded because it was incomplete. The size of
the listed sample does not include each TAC unit, but it is
sufficiently large to offer opportunities for analysis.

To graphically t splay this data, the Gaussian or Normal
distribution function was chosen. (1:304) The function.
highlighted in Figure 2, required that numerical values be
assigned to the rating scheme used by the evaluation teams.
This was arbitrarily chosen to be unsatisfactory=l, marginal=2,
satisfactory=, ex.cellent=4q and outstanding=5.
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GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

Figure 2. Distribution Function.

This function, or the probability that rating X will
occur, defines the normal distribution curve that best fits the
actual data from Figure 1. The mean(p) and the standard
deviation(o) can also be calculated to aid in the analysis. To
fit this. data to a curve, the least squares method was
used. (1:134) Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to
provide a mathematical step by step derivation, the information
presented in Figure 3 was calculated from the raw data listed
in Figure 1. The IG subscript applies to MEI results. The DOV
subscript applies to Formal Visit Stan/Eval program ratings.

MEAN.STANDARD DEVIATION. AND PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS

.. =3. 619=3. 528

Trz m=. 665 roy=O. 622 J

P:(x) =37.794 e Poav(x)=63.497 e

Figure 3. Calculation results.
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An overlay of each distribution curve is included with a

step function graph of the evaluation results listed in figure

4.

EVALUATION RESULTS

MEI FORMAL VISIT

40

/1////

00&

Figure 4. Probability Function Overlays.

The resultant visible difference in the respective curves

is due to the unequal number of evaluations given. In order to

give a better visual representation of the rating probability ' :

curves, it was necessary to normalize the curves. The

normalization only adjusts the data to equalize the sample

size. In other words, the shape of the function will not
change, but the area under the curves will be adjusted. This

was done by establishing a ratio for the max.imum 
points of the

two curves. The MEI data was arbitrarily adjusted; 
however, the

Formal Visit data could be adjusted simply by 
using the inverse

of the normalization factor. That factor equals 
63.497 divided

by -7.794 or 1.68B.



The normalized curves are presented in figure 5.

MEI AND FORMAL VISIT RATING COMPARISON

-t 40*O 2% " ':('o "-\',AL A~

A.~r
hLA 2

t. o
!i 3o

Figure 5. GrpicCmarsn

The graphic results of this analysis point out the "
remarkable degree of consistency between the two evaluation

teams. The average rating for each team is in the"high sat" , .
region with the MEI slightly higher as ex"pected. As stated
earlier, this two percent shift to the right is the result of a.'
broader definition of ex-cellent rather than a tendency towards"'%
leniency. This difference is minimized even further when it is ""

considered that 95 percent of the possible ratings should occur.
within two standard deviations (actually 1.96T) of the mean ,.
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point of each curve. In this case, the ranges for both
evaluations coincide and include all possible ratings from
satisfactory to outstanding.

One last area requiring examination is a direct comparison
of each evaluation team's ability to arrive at any one unit's
true Stan/Eval program rating. To properly compare their rating
abilities, it would be necessary to conduct simultaneous MEX
and Formal Visit evaluations of the same Stan/Eval function.
This not being possible, an alternative method was chosen. This

* method uses the previously listed data but only for units that
received both an MEI and a Formal Visit during the 18 month
time period. Data is included in figure 6.

RATING BREAKOUT FOR UNITS RECEIVING BOTH
A FORMAL VISIT AND AN MEI

Ratina Unsat Mar Sat Exc Out Total

Stan/Eval

Program ' 2 28 19 2 51

MEI 0 2 18 29 2 51

Figure 6. Rating Distribution.

Although the data appears to be weighted more towards
excellent for the MEI, it is a reasonable fit to the
probability functions listed earlier. It would be convenient if
the ratings matched one for one between the evaluation teams.
This would greatly simplify the task of showing rating
consistency between the teams. Such is not the case. Of the 51
units, only 27 received the same rating on the MEI as on the
Formal Visit Stan/Eval program rating. But because of the

factors that cannot be held constant, the statistical validity
of this simple ratio as an indicator of relative rating ability

is questionable. Factors such as the learning process that

takes place between evaluations or personnel changes within the

unit command structure or Stan/Eval function itself can affect
the rating. Theoretically, the more closely spaced the

evaluations are, the greater likelihood of them seeing the

"same" program. However, twelve units each had the MEI and the

Formal Visit within a three month time frame. Seven of the 12

• .3.
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improved by one rating from one evaluation to the 
next. Is this

a rating inconsistency between the two evaluation teams or the 
.

result of the learning process that takes place following an

evaluation? One would think the latter choice is 
the most

likely case; but, statistically, it can't be proven. Therefore,

ainew test was needed to determine rating consistency 
between

the two teams.IThe test chosen to determine consistency includes two
criteria. First, the ratings for any particular unit should

fall within some range of each other. In other words, it would

be unlikely if there were a drastic change in the program from

one evaluation to the next. The range chosen for this criteria

was + or - one rating. Statistically, that is a rather large

range, but it is the smallest measurable unit within the
present rating system. The second criteria establishes that in
no case would one evaluation team rate a unit satisfactory or

better and the next evaluation team find the unit less than

satisfactory. It would be questionable if one evaluation team
rated a unit Stan/Eval program satisfactory and three months
later the other team found the same unit marginal or worse.
Although these criteria may not constitute proof that the teams

are consistent in their ability to arrive at the same rating

when confronted by similar situations, these criteria do offer

a much more sound basis for analysis than the simple

statistical ratio.

Results of the analysis were encouraging. Of the 51 units

evaluated, 49 met the first criteria for a ratio of 96 percent.

The two exceptions require examination and will be discussed
below, but the high percentage is an indication of consistency.

The second criteria was satisfied even better as there were no

"failures." However, there were four cases where one evaluation

team found the program marginal and the other team would find

the program satisfactory or better. Although, it is reasonable

to expect a unit to improve following a marginal rating, two of

"* these four cases included units that made a remarkable recovery

by improving from a marginal to an excellent in only six

months. These were the only exceptions to the first criteria.

Ignoring the possibility that the ratings actually reflect the

true rating for the unit's Stan/Eval function at the time of

the evaluation, any inconsistency between the teams would show

up in these examples. These examples constitute the "worst

case." In the first example, the Formal Visit found unit A's

Stan/Eval program marginal in June 1984. By December, the MEI

found the program had improved to excellent. In the second

example, the MEI rated unit B's Stan/Eval function marginal

while six months later the Formal Visit rated the program

portion excellent. If any inconsistency exists, it appears the

evaluation teams are at least equally inconsistent. More

likely, the ratings are in fact correct, and the evaluation

teams are highly consistent in reaching the same conclusion

-14-
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when faced with similar situations. -;S

SUMMARY

In a comparison of MEI ratings with Formal Visit Stan/Eval
program ratings, empirical data shows a remarkable degree of
consistency between the two teams. Probability functions J\.

calculated from actual unit ratings show nearly identical.. "
tendencies to award any particular rating. Despite limitations --

that hinder statistical analysis, the data also suggests that
both teams are equally capable of measuring the true rating of
any particular unit's Stan/Eval program. Taking this
supposition one step further, this analysis concludes that
either evaluation team is capable of providing the true rating
of a unit's Stan/Eval program. Interviews were conducted with a
number of unit Chiefs of Stan/Eval who had recently undergone
the scrutiny of these evaluations. The results of those
interviews are included in the next chapter. -

S..
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Chapter Four

IKE

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

In an effort to determine typical evaluation preparation -.
requirements for the Formal Visit, informal telephonic
interviews were conducted with a cross section of command unit
Chiefs of Stan/Eval. Chosen at random by a representative of HO
TAC/DOV, the sample included 11 units from the active, Air
National Guard and Air Force Reserve components. Selection was
based solely on results of the unit's last Formal Visit
Stan/Eval program rating. Units from each of the three Numbered
Air Forces that make up TAC were included in the sample as was
one direct reporting unit. Most of the units were operational
although three training units were included to fill the sample
population. Overall, it was a fair representation of the parent
population described in chapter 3.

The interview questions were designed to determine typical
evaluation preparation requirements. They also allowed each i
respondent to comment on any aspect of the evaluation process.
In order to assure complete objectivity, they were promised
anonymity. Overall, every Chief of Stan/Eval was very
cooperative, and the answers were quite candid. The questions
included:

1) What rating did your Stan/Eval program receive on the
last Formal Visit?

2) What did the MEI rate it?

3) Do you consider the Formal Visit an inspection?

4) How much time did your unit devote to preparing for the
administrative portion of the Stan/Eval Formal Visit?

5) The aircrew performance portion? -.

6) Did you do' anything different for the MEI?

7) Comments?

-16-
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* WHAT WAS YOUR STAN/EVAL PROGRAM RATING ON THE LAST FORMAL
VISIT? MEI?

The responses to these questions are presented in tabular
form and included only to indicate the sample taken of the
parent population listed previously.

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 91011

Formal Visit
Stan/Eval Program Rating E E S 0 E E S E E E S

MEI
Stan/Eval Rating E E S 0 0 E S E S E S

Figure 7. Question Response.

DO YOU CONSIDER THE FORMAL VISIT AN INSPECTION?

The answers to this question supported an earlier
contention that the Formal Visit is an inspection in every way
but name. All eleven responses indicate the Formal Visit is
definitely treated like an inspection by the units. The most
colorful answer said, "calling it a visit is bull. People can
get fired." However, several answers indicated the units
recognized the differences between the two evaluations. "The
Formal Visit is more rigorous than any MEI." It "serves a good
function" by keeping the unit "exposed to a spotlight" and
"keeps aircrew performance up." Another respondent indicated
"the Formal Visit looks at the whole unit for one week of
flying. The MEI is general perceptions only. They both look at -.

the same paperwork--sometimes in the same detail." It is clear
from their responses the units consider the Formal Visit an
inspection. How much effort the unit expends in preparation for
that inspection is the subject of the next question.

-17-
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HOW MUCH TIME DID YOUR UNIT DEVOTE TO PREPARING FOR THE

ADMINISTRATIVE PORTION OF THE STAN/EVAL FORMAL VISIT?

The responses to this question were varied, and no general
pattern developed between time of preparation and the resultant
program rating from the Formal Visit. One unit who is "75
percent inspection ready all the time" spent less than a week
preparing for the evaluation. The Chief of Stan/Eval took one
day to proofread all the AF Forms 8, "Certificate of Aircrew
Qualification," that had been generated since the last Formal
Visit and correct a few minor errors. The unit was awarded an
excellent on their Stan/Eval program. Another unit spent three
months preparing for the inspection. They brought in outside
help and put in some 70 hour weeks for the last month. They had

- to correct roughly 90 percent of AF Forms 8 generated since the
last Formal Visit. The unit was also rated excellent on the
Stan/Eval program part of the inspection. Whether the unit K
prepared for the inspection throughout the year by keeping the
program in inspection order or made a mad rush at the end, the
rewards appear to be the same.

Although there were varied responses to the question, most
units put in a significant effort preparing their Stan/Eval
programs just prior to the evaluation. Typical preparation
times for these units ran from one to three months prior to the
Formal Visit. Responses such as "fairly massive effort,"
rewrote lots of things" and "brought in two extra helpers"

were typical. While it is impossible to determine how much that
effort paid off in the form of better ratings, five of the
seven units who put in this significant effort had Stan/Eval
programs rated excellent. Since the first goal of the Formal
Visit is to determine the effectiveness of the Stan/Eval
programs, it would be interesting to know if these five units
are really excellent or are their ratings a result of that
"fairly massive effort." Arguments were given earlier
concerning the depth of evaluation. The implication was that
the Formal Visit gave a more accurate picture because it looked
at the unit's performance history since the last Formal Visit
rather than just taking a "snapshot" such as the IG might do.
If, however, the evaluation teams are looking at recently
prepared Stan/Eval programs, the depth of evaluation question
becomes a moot point because they are not necessarily the
actual working programs.

While these seven units put in special efforts in -

preparing the Stan/Eval program for the Formal Visit, the other
four did quite the opposite. Very little pre-inspection N
preparation was conducted by any of the units. Special efforts
ranged from "less than a week" to "not much." In fact, one unit
only had to "come up with a sales pitch." The units all
received program ratings of excellent or better. Why were they
able to garner high ratings without making a pre-inspection

- 1-.
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"massive effort"? Three of the four units felt the secret lay
in keeping the programs functioning all the time. Inspection
preparation then became a matter of only "fine tuning existing
programs." Putting in the effort year-round, rather than a
pre-inspection effort, is obviously the desired method of V

preparing. Not only is the pre-inspection preparation greatly
simplified, but the unit gets the full benefit of Stan/Eval
programs that are, without a doubt, superior.

HOW MUCH EFFORT WAS EXPENDED PREPARING FOR THE AIRCREW
PERFORMANCE PORTION OF THE FORMAL VISIT?

Preparation for the aircrew performance portion of the
Formal Visit consisted almost entirely in getting unit aircrews
ready for the testing portion of the evaluation. It involved
study sessions and practice tests starting three to six months
prior to the Formal Visit. Preparation for the flight
evaluations was generally "business as usual" for most of the
units. Two units did try to fly training mission profiles that
simulated the type mission expected to be flown during the
evaluation, and another unit made special efforts to improve
mission briefings. The one unit that went so far as to fly
practice checkride profiles with the expected examinees could
only do so because it was a small unit and had a limited
mission. Otherwise, preparation for the aircrew performance
half of the Formal Visit was limited to aircrew testing.

DID YOU DO ANYTHING DIFFERENT FOR THE MEI?

The units prepared for the MEI in much the same manner

the, prepared for the Stan/Eval program portion of the Formal
Visit. Although, from their answers, it appears the MEI is less

intense than the Formal Visit. Several units commented that
since the MEI came on the heels of the Formal Visit,
preparation consisted only of correcting any deficiencies found
during the Formal Visit. Several also commented that the MEI
was less detailed than the Formal Visit and they only needed to
update the programs for any changes since the inspection. One
unit did put in extra effort preparing the function's files to

ensure compliance with the appropriate administrative
directives--something the unit felt was unnecessary for the
Formal Visit. On the whole though, preparation for the MEI was
the same as for the Stan/Eval program portion of the Formal

* Visit.

1...
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COMMENTS?
*

Before summarizing this chapter, one area came up in
nearly one third of the Chiefs of Stan/Eval comments. There was
a perception that evaluation ratings were based more on how
well those programs were presented to evaluators than on their
true substance. In fact, one unit felt it had raised its rati:rg
by one, in part, by doing a masterful Job at "selling" the
programs. Obviously, this salesmanship is to be expected as .
the units strive for the highest possible ratings. There is no
evidence to indicate that salesmanship did any more than get
the inspection off to a good start. However, the number of
units that had this impression was statistically significant,
and evaluation teams should be reminded that salesmanship will
occur but should not affect the ratings.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this survey was to build a picture of how
the typical unit Stan/Eval function prepares for a major
evaluation like the Formal Visit or MEI. This picture is
important because it tells the evaluation teams how they affect
a unit when they come to inspect. Ideally, the unit's Stan/Eval
function operates as intended by the regulation all the time.
The Formal Visit would then only have to look at Stan/Eval
programs, rate them, and then depart--having only minimum
impact on the unit's normal training routine. Such is not the
case with most of the units. The inspection teams actually see
specially prepared programs that have received much recent
attention. The units who were interviewed probably deserved the
ratings they received. There is no evidence to the contrary.
But the fact remains, the majority of the units put in a
significant effort preparing their Stan/Eval programs for
inspection, both by Formal Visit and MEI. Conversely, little
extra effort, other than testing preparation, was made for the
aircrew performance portion of the Formal Visit. If aircrew
performance constitutes the "biggest half" of the Formal Visit
unit rating, it would appear these units are putting their
emphasis in the wrong place. The next chapter deals with this
perception and offers suggestions on how it might be changed.
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Chapter Five

LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous chapters, arguments have been presented

that compare the Stan/Eval program portion of the Formal Visit
with the MEI of the Stan/Eval function. Those arguments have low

shown that the two evaluations compare quite favorably. They

both stress the managerial aspects of the function and the
resultant administrative programs and practices. They use

essentially the same inspection checklist. Probability
functions that describe each inspection team's tendency to
award any particular rating are nearly coincidental. The data
also implies that each team, faced with the same situation,

would award the same rating. In other words, both teams are

equally capable of evaluating the Stan/Eval programs portion of
the function and are in fact performing redundant inspections.

When these two inspections evaluate the same area, a

signal is being sent to the unit that the area must be one of
importance to deserve double inspection. In this case, the area

in question is the programs portion of the Stan/Eval function,
and the units have received the signal clearly. This might

explain why the majority of the units spend an inordinate
amount of time preparing for the programs portion of the Formal

Visit and expend relatively little time preparing for the

aircrew performance portion of the visit. The problem develops

because the programs, those 11 subareas, were instituted to

support the Stan/Eval charter of measuring the product quality
of unit training programs, but they have become the "program"

itself. They are only the tools the Stan/Eval function uses to

advise the commander on how capable the aircrews are at

performing the unit mission; and as tools, they are important

because they allow unit Stan/Eval to do the job more

efficiently. But the goal is not to have good tools. The goal

is to have aircrews who can perform their mission well because,

in part, of the managerial tools that make up the Stan/Eval

programs.

Two possible ways come to mind that could help redirect

this emphasis on the programs portion of the Stan/Eval

function. One method is to change the rating system for the 11

subareas that make up the Stan/Eval programs. Presently, some
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of them are rated on a Sat/Unsat scale, some Sat/Mar/Unsat, and
the rest on the standard five tier (Unsat to Outstanding)
scale. If the two tier (Sat/Unsat) rating scale was used for
all subareas, units would be less inclined to expend extra time b

pumping up a subarea that could be rated no higher than Sat.
But if this is true, why do some units retype 90 percent of the
AF Forms e? The best this area can be rated is satisfactory.
The reason units spend this amount of time and resources is
because they know the Stan/Eval team is going to look at every
one of the forms that have been generated since the last Formal
Visit, and the results are going to be distributed to every
unit in the command. Consequently, changing the rating system
will not change the emphasis units place on the programs
portion of the Stan/Eval function. However, eliminating one of
the two redundant inspections does seem to offer some
deemphasis on excessive polishing of the Stan/Eval tools.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND RATIONALE

In July 1985, TAC/DOD conducted a TAC-Gained
Fighter/Reconnaissance Inspection Review and concluded that the
MEI and Formal Visit should be combined for TAC-gained
units.(11:1) For many of the same reasons listed in this paper,
the conference recommended that, in essence, one of the two
inspections of the Stan/Eval programs portion of the function
be dropped. This proposal has since been incorporated in the
TACR 6O-2 and is certainly one possible solution to the problem
of redundant evaluations for all TAC units. For reasons listed
below, the recommendation of this study is to cut the Stan/Eval
programs portion of the Formal Visit and leave the MEI as is.
In other words, conduct the Formal Visit on the same, existing
frequency, but base the unit rating strictly on the aircrew
performance portion of the evaluation.

1) The MEI is perfectly capable of evaluating the programs
portion of the function. The IG is set up to inspect
management functions. Empirical data validates their
ability to reach the same conclusions as the Stan/Eval
team.

2) The programs portion of the function is no more
important than the training, scheduling, or weapons and
tactics functions and as Such deserves no more
headquarters scrutiny.

3) Eliminating the programs from the Formal Visit
inspection requirements would reduce the efforts of
Stan/Eval personnel in performing counterproductive work. .
By definition, SEFEs are "the most highly qualified and

--
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experienced instructor personnel available."(3:7-2)
Freeing them from the "massive effort" preparation

requirements of a Formal Visit makes them more available

to perform instructor duties.

4) Last and most important, leaving the evaluation of the

Stan/Eval programs to the MEI allows the Formal Visit to

concentrate on evaluating aircrew performance--the most
critical indicator within the unit. How well the aircrews

fly, how well they understand their weapon system, and how

well they know the threat are the critical factors. How

well the aircrews perform speaks for the efforts spent in

training, weapons and tactics, and even the programs

portion of Stan/Eval.

The type of aircrew performance seen on the Formal Visit

is unique. Not only is aircrew capability calculated in terms
such as intercept hack rates, missile shots or bomb scores as

the ORI would measure, it is also the result of how well the
aircrews planned and briefed the mission and the quality of .4
flight leadership and instruction seen. It is an effective
combination of measuring mission capability in an efficient
training environment.

The Formal Visit is also unique because it looks at the
flight examiners and instructors as they perform their primary
SEFE and instructor duties. These people are the core of the

unit training programs, and the quality of their efforts is a
key determinant in the unit's mission capability. The Formal
Visit should expand the flying activities to include not only

evaluations for every SEFE but each instructor as well. This
may not be possible in training units where the number of
instructors is high, but the instructor and SEFE roles are

critical and deserve this level of attention in the operational

units where it is possible.

One last recommendation is the use of the informal visits
by HO TAC and NAF SEFEs. Part of the credit for the high
quality of unit Stan/Eval programs across the command must go
to the fact that double inspection keeps pressure on the units
to maintain the quality of their programs. Drop one of the

inspections and the pressure drops correspondingly.
Periodically, these headquarters SEFEs conduct informal visits
in order to give required flight evaluations to unit Chiefs of
Stan/Eval. The SEFEs also have training and check ride
requirements of their own. On these visits, the SEFEs need to

perform some of the standardization portions of their duties by
looking at the Stan/Eval programs. The informal visit ".
procedures are adequately described in TACR 60-2, Yol. I, but
with the programs portion of the Formal Visit being deleted as
an evaluation item, SEFEs will need to increase the use of this
standardization tool to ensure program quality remains high.
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CONCLUS ION

Present TAC inspection policy requires evaluation of the ,-
prgasprinof the unit Stan/Eva! function by both the i

• Formal Visit and the MEI. These inspections are redundant, and",
: units are spending an inordinate amount of time preparing for "

them. The IG's ability to rate the +unction has proven to be--
very accurate. It is the recommendation of this paper that the
Stan!Eval programs be dropped as an evaluation item on the .

Formal Visit. The aircrew performance portion will determine .

the overall unit rating and should be expanded to include r.
evaluations for all unit SEFE and instructor personnel.
Informal visits by headquarters SEFEs should include spot.'"

check-.s of unit programs to ensure quality remains high.
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